
EASY TO INSTALL

COST EFFECTIVE

2 MODELS TO CHOOSE

WEATHER PROTECTED

WALL MOUNT  & 
PEDESTAL

KTW OUTDOOR 
MISTING FANS
The KTW fan range of misting fans are  IPX4 
rated and exclusive to OZmist. They are the 
only oscillating fan on the market that is 
suitable for outdoor use and in alfresco areas, 
gaming areas and domestic applications.

KTW 1845 FEATURES

KTW 2460 FEATURES

TOTAL CLIMATE SOLUTIONS

®

 The KTW1845 has a 450mm diameter, 4 bladed fan fabricated from tough 
     ABS plastic. It features the same design and corrosion protection of the 
     KTW2460 but has a smaller overall size making it perfect for lower ceilings 
     and smaller areas. 
 A six nozzle stainless steel misting ring is �tted to the face.
 Fans feature 3 speed operation, tilt adjustable and oscillate. 
 Oscillation control allows fan to be stopped in any position.

 The KTW2460 has a 600mm diameter, 4 bladed fan fabricated 
     from aluminium.
 Superior corrosion resistance. Metal components are zinc plated during 
     construction then powder coated.
 KTW2460 fans have a water ingress rating of IPX4 making them perfect for 
     outdoor use, the only one of it’s kind in Australia and exclusive to OZmist!
 The KTW2460's  four blade design helps to reduce noise and ‘soften’ the air �ow.
 Multiple mist fans can be connected to a single high pressure pump module.
 The air stream from our KTW2460 fan will throw cool refreshing air over 9 meters!
 Ideal for large alfresco areas, outdoor areas and areas with corrosive 
     environments.
 Each fan is �tted with a six nozzle stainless steel misting ring.
 Fans feature 3 speed operation, tilt adjustable and oscillate. 
 Oscillation control allows fan to be stopped in any position.

The Hotter 
it is the 
Better

it Works!
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The stylish gloss black powder coat �nish suits all 
décors, and the ultra quiet fan will ensure you 
keep cool without the noise of our larger variants. 
The KTW fans feature a 4 bladed fan , making them 
very quiet while still moving a substantial amount of air.



 Each fan is assembled and supplied
in a carton along with the wall mount bracket.

 To Wall Mount the fan you will need a solid 
surface to �x to and suitable screws/ bolts.

 Measure the height that the mounting 
bracket is to be �tted. Fix the plate by using 
suitable screws or bolts.

 Fit the fan to the mounting bracket. 
Tighten the locking screws to secure the fan.

 Set the fan speed on the controller and 
slide onto the mount at the back of the motor.

 Pedestal set up

 Remove the round base and poles from 
the packaging. Fit the �rst length of pole to 
the base with the included bolts.

 Add lengths of pole to achieve the desired 
height then �t the fan. Tighten the locking 
screws and �t the controller onto the slide 
at the back of the motor.

KTW1845 & 
KTW2460
SPECIFICATIONS
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®

The KTW range of fans come in both wall mount 
and pedestal style, providing a solution for all 
situations. They can also be supplied without the 
stainless steel misting ring.

Both the Wall and Pedestal Fans are easily to install. 
Fan heads on all models are fully assembled in one box. 
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HIGH
PRESSURE
FAN KITS

AVAILABLE!
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